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FEW WORDS FROM COUNTRY DIRECTOR
Oxfam has been working in Nepal for the last three decades in Nepal
to help create a just society for men and women and to improve their
livelihood. It has been investing on strengthening capacity of landless,
marginalized and small holders to raise their voice for equal access over
land. Along with communitiesit also takes on capacity enhancement of
stakeholders, government and CSOs to create favorable environment
informulation of pro-poor land policies.
Governing Land for Men and Women is one of such learning program that
targeted CSOs, development agencies, academia and government to
enhance their capacity in development of gender friendly land practices
and policies. The program started from October 2016 till December 2016
with support from United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, Rome.
My sincere thanks to UN FAO for providing this partnership opportunity to Oxfam in Nepal, specially thanks to Martha
Osorio (FAO HQ), Fabiana Biasini (FAO HQ), Shrawan Adhikary (FAO Nepal). Our sincere thanks to Government of Nepal and
Ministry of Land Reform and Management for providing collaborative support for the successful implementation of the
program. I am also grateful to the team especially, Rasna Dhakal, Waheeda Shah (Oxfam), Suresh Dhakal and Apurba
Khatiwada for their valuable contributions in the implementation of the learning program in the country.
This document has been developed to document the learnings achieved through implementation of “Governing Land
For Men and Women” learning program. I sincerely thank all those participants who contributed to make this publication
possible by sharing their views, the insights and experiences associated with the promotion of women’s land rights.
More specifically thank you to Lucia De Vries for accumulating the excellent experiences from the participants.

Cecilia Keizer

Country Director
Oxfam in Nepal

This report was written by Martha Osorio (FAO) and Lucia Vries (OXFAM consultant) on the basis of the
contributions and inputs provided by Rasna Dhakal, Situ Pradhan, Biswash Nepali, Dharm Raj Joshi and Shristee
Singh Shrestha . All of them were participants of the Learning Program “Governing Land for Women and Men”
carried out in Nepal from November 2016 to January 2017 thanks to the support of the Government of Germany
and DFID. The program was delivered by FAO in partnership with the Ministry of Land Reform and Management
(MoLRM) and OXFAM Nepal.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. VGGT and Gender Equality

The purpose of this report is to highlight the
learnings and experiences of participants
of three-months learning program entitled
“Governing Land for Women and Men” to
Support the implementation of the gender
equality principle in the implementation of
the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible
Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and
Forests (VGGT) in Nepal. The Program was
implemented by FAO in partnership with the
Ministry of Land Reform and Management
(MOLRM) and OXFAM Nepal.

The Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests in the
Context of National Food Security (VGGT) were endorsed by Committee of Food Security (CFS) at a Special
Session in May 2012 and since then implementation has been encouraged by G20, Rio+ 20, United Nations

The report also presents four gender
sensitive land programs that OXFAM Nepal
has implemented to show-case some good
practices and lessons learned that are
already taking place in the country in terms
of promoting gender equitable land tenure
and women’s land rights.

General Assembly and Francophone Assembly of
Parliamentarians. They are also used as a reference
by donor institutions.
The VGGT promote responsible governance of tenure
of land, fisheries and forests. Their overarching
goals are to achieve food security for all and support
the progressive realization of the right to adequate
food in the context of national food security. While
supporting efforts towards the eradication of hunger
and poverty, the Guidelines are also intended to
contribute to achieving sustainable livelihoods,
rural development, environmental protection, and
sustainable social and economic development,
among others.

The next section presents a introduction
to the “Voluntary Guidelines on the
Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land,
Fisheries and Forests” (VGGT) highlighting
the importance of gender equality. Section 3
provides an overview of women’s land rights
in Nepal and few insights on Government
policies oriented to support the rights of
women and marginalized populations to
land. Section 4. Finally, section 5 presents
some gender sensitive land programs
that Oxfam Nepal has implemented in
the country highlighting good practices,
challenges and lessons learned.
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The Guidelines serve as a reference and set out
principles and internationally accepted standards for
practices for the responsible governance of tenure.
They provide a framework that States can use when
developing their own strategies, policies, legislation,
programs and activities. They allow governments,
civil society, the private sector and citizens to judge
whether their proposed actions and the actions of
others constitute acceptable practices.

2.1. GENDER EQUALITY IN THE VGGTS

2.2. WHY IS GENDER IN THE VGGT SO IMPORTANT?

The VGGT provide a paramount opportunity for
reversing gender inequalities in agriculture and for
promoting more gender equitable governance of land
tenure. The VGGTs highlight the centrality of gender
equality by adopting it as one of the 10 principles
of implementation and by fully mainstreaming
it throughout the VGGTs. It is at the core of all
processes and aspects of tenure governance,
including policy formulation, institutional set
up for administration, service provisioning, land
administration programs, access to justice and
information.

Women make essential contributions to agriculture, fishing and forestry in developing countries, but their
roles differ significantly by region and are changing rapidly in some areas. Women comprise on average 43
percent of the agricultural labour force in developing countries, and ranging from 20 percent in Latin America
to 50 percent in Eastern Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. However, women across all developing regions are
consistently less likely to own or use land; they are less likely to have access to rented land, and the land they
do have access to is often of poorer quality and in smaller parcels. Their land rights are often less secure,
more limited, or mediated through others. Strengthening women’s access to land is an important means of
raising their status, influence and socio-economic wellbeing within households and communities. Improving
women’s access to land and security of tenure has direct impacts on farm productivity, and can also have farreaching implications for improving household welfare, including through access to associated institutions,
information and services that is facilitated by virtue of being a holder of land rights.

The VGGT make specific provisions to improve gender
equality in both formal and customary systems,
for instance, through amending discriminatory
inheritance and property laws. One of the most
remarkable successes has been that the VGGT
not only recognizes women´s land rights, but they
actually promote gender equity and encourage states
to have a proactive role in promoting it.

3. WOMEN’S LAND RIGHTS IN NEPAL
3.1. IMPORTANCE OF LAND ACCESS AND OWNERSHIP FOR WOMEN
Three out of four people currently living in poverty survive on farming, making land an indispensable asset for
more than 900 million women and men worldwide. If serious inroads into poverty eradication are to be made,
secure land rights and equitable land governance are vital preconditions. Tenure security is important not only
for agricultural production. It also allows people to diversify their livelihoods by using their land as collateral,
renting it out or selling it.
Today, more and more women are heading rural households. In Nepal, due to widespread labour migration by
men, female headed households increased from 12.4% in 1996 to 28.2 % in 2011, showing an average annual
rate of 31.90%. Yet women often have weak rights to the land they farm. When women have land security, they
can grow more and earn more. When women earn more, they usually spend a higher proportion on caring for
the family than do men. Strengthening women’s land rights not only contributes to gender equality, it also
improves food security and reduces poverty for the whole family.
Land access and ownership is further strongly connected with more sustainable land use, reduced conflict,
and social stability. In Nepal land is viewed as a constant source of conflict. Unequal land distribution
considered a driving factor behind the decade long civil war. Inequality in land ownership and accessibility has
been the primary cause of tensions between the marginalised farmers and the elites of Nepal.
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3.2. OBSTACLES TO WOMEN’S ACCESS TO LAND
Under the formal law, women in Nepal can access land through
inheritance, land purchase, leaseholds, and government land
allocations. The 2007 Interim Constitution states that all Nepali
citizens are equal under the law and forbids gender-based
discrimination. The Interim Constitution states that daughters
and sons have equal rights to inherit ancestral property, and
the constitutional mandate of equality takes precedence over
inconsistent traditions, custom, and practices (GON Interim
Constitution 2007).
However the evidence shows that a limited number of women have
formal access to land. Informal tenant farming systems are common
in Nepal. According to government data1 , 32% of households
practice tenant farming, and 5% rely solely on rented agricultural
land. In total, only 19.71%2 of Nepalese women are land owners.
Women’s land rights are limited partially because deeply rooted
patriarchal and conservative social and cultural norms. Men
are often perceived as the household heads, breadwinners and
decision makers, and are taking the important household decisions.
Moreover, women have limited access to information about policy
and legal practices concerning land registration and inheritance.
For instance, they tend to be unaware of existing benefits such as
the tax exemption when registering land in their names, and the
minimal registration cost to register joint ownership. They also lack
knowledge about the kinds of documents required for completing
the registration process. 3

Women farmer in Nawalparasi processing paddy. Photo credit Oxfam

The most common administrative challenges faced by women
respondents are high administrative and paralegal costs and slow
service at the Land Revenue Offices (LROs). An additional obstacle
for the women is the lack of women friendliness facilities such as
toilets, breastfeeding rooms and waiting areas for women. 4
1 Nepal Living Standards Survey 2010/11, Kathmandu: Central Bureau of
Statistics, National Planning Commission Secretariat, 2011
2 According to the 2011 National Population Census
3 Barriers to Women’s Land Property Access Ownership in Nepal, Kathmandu: IOM, 2016
4 Item
Access to land enhances women’s self confidence. Photo credit Oxfam
8
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3.3. SUPPORTIVE GOVERNMENT POLICIES
In order to increase women’s access to land, the Government of
Nepal, in its Eleventh Periodic Three Year Plan (2007–2010), prepared
under the leadership of National Planning Commission (NPC), the
Government of Nepal, introduced a unique concessional scheme in
the form of tax exemption while registering land in women’s name
and under joint ownership of husband and wife.
The scheme consists of a provision for tax exemption for land
registration in the name of woman and Joint Land Ownership (JLO).
The Financial Act 2072 (2015–16) provides 25 per cent tax exemption
during the registration of any deed where ownership is established
in a woman’s name. Likewise, there is a provision of 35 per cent
tax exemption for land registration in the name of a single woman
(whose husband has died). The exemption is increased to 50 per
cent for the same in some enlisted Remote Mountainous Districts.
Moreover, 100 percent tax exemption is provided to the landless,
freed bonded labour if the land is purchased through the bank loan.
If the ownership is transferred in the name of daughter and
granddaughter, only 0.5 per cent of the total tax will be charged.
The Act further provided an easier procedure for women to have joint
ownership of land with their husbands. If the existing land registered
in the name of either husband or wife is transferred in the name
of both the spouses, only NPR 100 (approximately USD 1) will be
charged as registration fee. This procedure works in favour of joint
land ownership and consequently provides equal ownership rights
to both husband and wife over such land, avoids male’s exclusive
right over land, and facilitates joint decision-making in relation to
the land. 5

5 Item
Once women get access to land, they are able to introduce commercial farming. Photo credit Care Nepal.
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4. A LEARNING PROGRAM TO SUPPORT THE LAND RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND MEN WITHIN
THE CONTEXT OF THE VVGT
To support the implementation of the Gender Equality
principle of the VGGTs, FAO developed a learning
program entitled “Governing land for women and men”.
The overall objective of the learning program
is to support human and institutional capacity
development in the field of gender sensitive
governance of tenure of land, fisheries and forests,
in particular the implementation of the (VGGT) at
national level. More specifically, it aims at enhancing
participants’ knowledge and competencies so that
they can contribute to gender-equitable and socially
inclusive governance of land tenure.

The program is made of three distinctive phases:
• On-line collaborative workshop – A 5-sessions,
instructor-led online workshop. Participants will
work online (at their own pace) with gender and
tenure experts, to examine tenure issues in relation
to equality and social inclusion in their individual
country contexts.
• Face-to-face workshop – A 4-days face-to-face
workshop. It will expand those issues highlighted
during the on line-course and it is adapted to
the country context, It allows consolidating the

knowledge acquired and developing soft skills.
Participants will prepare an action plan at the end
of the course so that they can apply what they
learned in their daily work. They will identify realistic
and time-bound actions, resources needed, and
potential collaborations among participants.

• Mentoring phase. Participants can receive
assistance and advice from the trainer; update
the group on their activities in relation to gender
and land; share their individual workplan and find
and share useful resources; and stay in touch,
collaborate and network.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VGGT GENDER LEARNING PROGRAM “GOVERNING LAND FOR WOMEN AND MEN” IN NEPAL
The Government of Nepal has engaged in the
implementation of the VGGT since 20146 with the
support of the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO) HQ and FAO Nepal. In this
context, a series of activities have been carried out
to raise awareness and enhance the capacities of
stakeholders from different sectors to enable them to
contribute to enhance the tenure rights of the most
marginalized populations in the country.
The VGGT Gender learning program in Nepal took
place after a series of national VVGT awarenessraising workshops and a capacity development
program for civil society organisations led by FIAN,
but it preceded the general VGGT learning program.
This last, is currently taking place and is being
implemented in partnership with FAO, FIAN and the
6 Nepal Ministry of Agricultural Development (MoAD), the
Ministry of Land Reform and Management (MoLRM) and the
Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation (MoFSC) are at the
fore front this process

Training Center of the Ministry of Land Reform and
Management. Some of the participants have attended
the various initiatives to create a core group of actors
that can act as agents of change. The learning
program “Governing land for women and men was
delivered for participants from Nepal from November
2016 to January 2017 with the support of DFID
and the Government of Germany. The Program was
implemented by FAO in partnership with the Ministry
of Land Reform and Management (MOLRM) and OXFAM
Nepal.
A total of 26 representatives from the government,
CSOs, private sector and academia embarked in an
on-line course from followed by a 4 days face-to-face
workshop. At the end of the face-to-face workshop,
participants were able to use the knowledge acquired
to prepare action plans (which provided opportunities
for collaboration across the different sectors), as
well as to identify possibilities for collaboration. A
mentoring phase that started immediately after the
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face-to-face workshop and last for about two months.
Some of the initiatives included by participants in their
action plans were prioritized to be taken into account
in future initiatives aiming at enhancing women’s land
rights in the context of the VGGT. The main ones were
to conduct a land related policy and legal assessment
from a gender perspective, and systematize good
practices on gender and land tenure governance, and
raising awareness on VGGT and Gender and VGGT.
Overall participants had the opportunity to increase
their understanding of key land and gender issues in
Nepal, to interact and foster collaboration with other
stakeholders playing a role in the implementation
of the voluntary guidelines, and to enhance their
communication skills. This publication is the result
of the last activity proposed, the systematization
of good practices or lessons learned. It collects
testimonies and information from some participants of
the learning program.

5. LEARNINGS AND EXPERIENCES FROM
PARTICIPANTS
Although the interviewed participants feel they greatly benefited from the learning
program, they faced problems too. The main challenge with regard to the online
workshop was the technical difficulty participants encountered and felt in accessing
online sessions. Lack of familiarity with the online platform made it difficult for
participants to access online materials and effectively participate in the workshop.
Only around 50% of participants were able to implement their action plan. Those who
developed ambitious action plans expected additional resources to be implement them.
One participant, who planned to conduct an analysis of government policies using
the VCCG framework explained, “The idea was to build up a group and generate some
resources. But that is not easy. Without financial support ambitious action plan are hard
to carry out.”

5.1. LEARNINGS FROM PARTICIPANTS
5.1.1. LEARNINGS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF GENDER INCLUSION
A number of participants felt they are more aware about the importance of including women
in their programs. In their program planning and writing they now consciously introduce the
equal participation of and attention to women.
Says one participant, a researcher: “I am more focused on women and the gender
dimension. I ask myself: do they experience different issues from men? I was already
somewhat aware but this program gave me the tools to focus on women.”
Another participant, representing an NGO, said: “After the learning program I am more aware
of the importance of equal participation among men and women in our programs, right from
the start. I focus more on Joint Land Ownership. We published a lots of materials on this
issue and held many discussions. Any meeting we organize in the community nowadays
includes a session on JLO. “
A government official noted happily that in his office, a government training center, the
participation of women has increased. His centre has been conducting separate training
group of women and has involved women in curriculum development. Says the official:
“I learned that while governing tenure there should be equal participation of both men
and women and every decisions should be made based on gender perspective.” The
participant’s action plan is aimed at increasing women in training program of surveying
mapping and providing capacity building and opportunities for female staff.”

5.1.2. LEARNINGS ON VGGT AND INFORMAL LAND TENURE
SYSTEMS IN NEPAL
Most participants were aware of VGGT to some extend before they
joined the program but received an understanding of the coverage of
the guidelines. Says one participant: “VGGT basically covers all natural
resources. I now realise we have no provisions for customary land,
which is why evictions are such an issue. The implementation of VGGT
guidelines are crucial to resolving the issues around land access and
ownership.”
Another participant noted how he learned that land means different
things to different ethnic groups: “I am from the Limbu community and
perceive my land very different from other people. To us land is part of
my people my territory is equally important to others. We perceive land
as a cosmological entity. We worship the land through certain rituals.
Ancestors surround the land, which is why we cannot disturb them and
leave some portions unused. This however creates difficulties when the
land gets surveyed. The officers don’t consider the land to be owned,
while in fact we consider it be an integral part of our homestead. These
views are important to include in discussions and policies.”
In the absence of quality research into the informal tenure practices in
the country, many participants benefited from learning about various
informal land tenures systems, and how they affect access to land.

A lively interaction during the workshop. Photo credit Oxfam.
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5.1.3. LEARNINGS ON ADVOCACY FOR LANDLESS
AND WOMEN
Some participants were not aware of the
government’s provisions to promote women’s access
to land. They also learned about the strategies
implemented by CSOs to acquire land rights. Says
one participant: “I learned how to advocate for land
rights for both men and women. I have always been
interested in the issue of informal settlers – how can
we establish land rights for them. I now know how
people manage community land and how they can
claim it. My organisation can use these learnings to
settle sukumbasi (landless) problems.”

5.1.4. LEARNINGS ON SHARING AND
NETWORKING
Virtually all participants appreciated the open sharing
of experiences among the team members. Says
one participant: “The workshop was nothing what
I expected. I thought experts would teach us tools
and experience. But the workshop was based on our
own learnings, which we shared with each other.
This led to an honest and fruitful exchange between
participants.”

5.2. EXPERIENCES FROM PARTICIPANTS
In order to document the learnings and experiences of
participants of the FAO learning program on “Governing Land
for Women and Men to Support Responsible Governance of
Land Tenure”, eight out of 25 participants were interviewed.
Here a selection of the learnings from the program and
the experiences of the participants in activities related to
women’s access to land are presented.

5.2.1. GETTING WOMEN’S PERSPECTIVE ON
LAND LEGISLATION
UN Habitat, through its Support to Land Reform and
Land Tenure Initiative in Asia-Pacific, enables women to
participate in consultations about the National Land Policy.
The project funded by Global Tool Land Network (GLTN),
provides supports in reviewing and refining the draft Land
Policy and stakeholders consultations to ensure it pro-poor
and gender responsive. . Its local implementation partner is
the Community for Self-Reliance Centre (CSRC).
The notion that mobilisation of people at the grassroots

level is the key to real change, is at the
heart of the UN Habitat program. It does so
through organizing dialogues at community,
provincial and national level to facilitate
inputs to the National Land Policy. The
program till date organized consultations
in six provinces as well as several local
consultation meetings. All together these
meetings cover 24 districts, with 529 active
participants, including 209 women.
In order to get women to fully participate,
the participants are divided into groups,
with each group working on one article
from the Policy. Even the simple fact that
the word ‘women’ is mentioned in the
legislation can make a major difference,
as it forces stakeholders to recognize and
involve women. Some of the suggestions
from women are around joint land
ownership, which should be mandatory
instead of voluntary. The women argue that
once JLO is mandatory they no longer have
to convince our husbands and families.

Some participants specifically mentioned the
importance of being able to network in a very
mixed group (including representatives from CBOs,
development agencies, academic institutes and
government) and building connections with others
working for women’s land rights.
Says one participant, representing a development
agency: “I was surprised to find that most of
the government officials were very passionate.
That changed my view of the people who work in
government institutes.”

12

From left Mr. Bimal Gadal (Program Director of Oxfam, Mr Mohan Krishna Sapkota, (Secretary, MoLRM), Ms Martha Osorio (Gender and Rural
Development Officer, UN FAO), Ms Rasna Dhakal (GROW Campaign Coordinator, Oxfam) in inauguration ceremony of Governing Land for Men
and Women learning program). Photo credit Oxfam
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IMPLEMENTATION IS THE KEY

A government official presents the National Land Policy at a Pokhara interaction meeting organised by UN Habitat. Photo credit UN Habitat.

However, legislation in itself is not sufficient.
Increased awareness among both women and
staff of service providing agencies is essential
to implement prevailing laws and policies.
Shristee Singh Shrestha, Land, Property and
Gender Officer at UN Habitat, gives the example
of a single woman from Surkhet district, who had
received training on the supportive policies for
women. “She learned that she was entitled to an
additional ten percent tax reduction but when
she visited the land revenue office the officials
said the policy was not implemented yet. She
brought a copy of the provisions, and managed
to convince the officer,” recounts Shrestha.
Interestingly, when the woman returned a few
months later, she found that other single women
too had received the tax rebate.
Another important issue for women is the
service delivery at government institutes. UN
Habitat research into the service delivery in land
administration using Gender Evaluation Criteria
(GEC) tool developed by GLTN shows that the
majority of the respondents are not aware of the
benefits for women while those who knew failed
to have an in-depth and accurate knowledge of
the policies and provisions. The vast majority of
officials are male, with less than 10 percent of
female staff in a few districts.

Women actively participate in interaction meetings on the Land Policy in Itahari. Photo credit UN Habitat.

The study further shows that among the
obstacles for women to visit land administration
offices for service delivery are practical ones.
The land offices lack suitable toilets for women,
waiting areas and breastfeeding rooms. Women
will have to spend many hours at such an office,
waiting in long lines, and being directed from
one officer to the next.
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5.2.2. GRASSROOTS BASED
ACTIVISM FOR LAND RIGHTS
Founded in 1993, the Community Self-Reliance
Centre (CSRC) has been at the forefront of land
and agrarian rights campaign in Nepal. CSRC works
closely with the National Land Rights Forum (NLRF),
a people’s organization of landless, tenants and
smallholder farmers with branches at district
and community level. Currently, NLRF facilitates
land and agrarian rights campaign in 59 districts,
supported by a membership of close to 100.000
members.
CSRC’s strategic objectives comprise the following:
1. Organize, strengthen and mobilize rights
holders (land-poor women and men) to claim
and exercise their rights;

“

Despite many obstacles, our findings show that
landownership among women is growing. Due to
the supportive government policies and grassroots
campaigns, the next government survey might
show a 10 to 20 percent increase in the number of
women with land documents.”
Just as for men, land means identity to Nepalese
women. Having a land of her own builds a woman’s
confidence. It is no wonder that Violence against
Women can greatly be reduced through land
access.
- Shristee Singh Shrestha,
Land, Property and Gender Officer
at UN Habitat

14

2. Establish clarity and consensus on land
reform, and develop land reform policies and
frameworks suitable to the needs and realities
of Nepal;
3. Promote critical engagement with non-state
stakeholders (such as the IMF, World Bank,
Asian Development Bank and multinational
companies) involved in land and agrarian
issues; and
4. Generate learning from ground level actions and
practices, and disseminate this knowledge at
all levels.
CSRC’s strategic approaches comprise deprived
people-centeredness, participation and
empowerment of the deprived, facilitation of rightsbased campaigns, cost-effective operations, and
partnership and alliance.
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The mobilization of people at community level is done
through the establishment of district and village level
Land Rights Forums which consist of around 50%
women. The process of organizing, mobilizing and
educating land-poor women and men has resulted
in the empowerment of communities and individuals,
especially women. As women from Nawalparasi,
Kailali, and Baitadi districts explained to program
evaluators, “We were hesitant to share our names
with outsiders prior to the joining of the Village Land
Rights Forums. We were not allowed to participate
in public meetings. We used to spend our time by
discharging household chores. We even did not know
the location of VDC7 offices. We were ignorant. ... Now
we can clearly articulate our problems/grievances
regarding land rights with outsiders, landlords,
government officials and representatives of political
parties. Now, we threaten the politicians who are
opposed to our land rights. …The whole process has
emboldened us”. 8
The District Land Rights Forum (DLRF) in Rasuwa
district got established in 2005 as an independent
peoples’ organization by tiller farmers deprived of
land rights. The organization includes landless,
tenant farmers, agricultural labourers and small
farmers. Its mission is to campaign for landless, to
encourage commercial farming among farmers and to
make provisions for joint-land ownership certificates
which can ensure women empowerment.
7 Village Development Committee
8 http://www.csrcnepal.org/uploads/publication/HPSB7ZTgE37ppw1m-UrGGAK04lMMgn8L.pdf

The DLRF in Rasuwa is managed by a
17-member committee. The forum works
at the grassroots level through the
establishment of Village Land Rights
Forum (VLRF). In total 23 VLRF’s are active
in Rasuwa, comprising of a total of 633
members out of which 323 are women.
In Rasuwa the land rights campaign reached
a high in 2012 when NLRF together with
CSRC facilitated land documents for 500
households tilling socalled birta land9 . At
present the program lobbies for land rights
for 500 households living on Guthi10 land. In
2017, so far, 139 households received tilling
documents, a first step in the process of
obtaining land certificates.
Once land rights are granted, the families
are encouraged to register the land in both
the name of husband and wife. Using a video
documentary on couples who registered
JLO, and a number of promotional materials,
CSRC initiates discussions on equal rights for
men women in general and specifically the
importance of joint landownership. If a couple
is ready, the program connects the couple
to the land revenue office and brings the
government officials to the community.

Case Study

Chesangmo Tamang, 62, from Parvatikunda Village Muncipality-1 Lambudanda
Rasuwa is one of the 336 guthi( trust ) farmers whose house was collapsed in
the earthquake of April 25.
Being a guthi settler she didn’t had land ownership certificate which deprived her
getting housing grant which she was entitled to. As for now her family is living
in a temporary house. “I was always worried for not having ownership of land in
my name due to which I along with other guthi settlers were disadvantaged from
getting basic facilities like electricity for many years “ she recalls.
During 2062 BS time she heard about District Land Right Forum and its advocacy
work for land right. She became member of Village Land Forum and started
participating in different campaign related activities like rallies , delegation visit
and regular follow up meetings with the stakeholders. Now after all this years
of hardships Chesangmo Tamang received the tenancy certificate of 8 ropani 2
aanaa 2 daam and 2 paisa of land. After receiving tenancy certificate she said
“Now I am eligible for housing grant and any other benefits being provided by
Nepal government for earthquake affected.”

“

“Because the women in Rasuwa till recently had little
access to education, it is not easy to convince them of the
importance of obtaining legal documents in the first place,
let alone joint landownership,” says Nepali.

Thanks to these efforts a relatively high
number of couples in Rasuwa has registered
the land jointly: 210 out of a total of 6000
couples country wide.
9 Land was originally owned by the state, which granted it to individuals as Birta land. Birta land was virtually
free from any taxes until abolished in 1959.
10 Guthi is a form of institutional landownership, the
religious and charitable aspects of which have given
rise to special problems and characteristics in the
fields of land tenure and taxation.

“Only ten percent of the land is registered in the name
of women, which means they really lag behind. The
government has put provisions in place to promote
women’s land ownership but there is a poor vision in
society for women’s rights.”

“Whenever I interview women who obtained joint land
ownership, I hear the same story. ‘I feel secure now. Without
rights I felt vulnerable and experienced physical violence.
Now I feel content and secure. I am committed to share the
property equally among my sons and daughters.’”
Bishwash Nepali with his mother, who used to be landless herself

- Bishwas Nepali, Program Coordinator CSRC
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Women from Haku VDC in Rasuwa show their newly acquired land documents

Women campaign for land rights in Rasuwa. Photo credit CSRC

A video on JLO is shared through CSRC’s Facebook page
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5.2.3. EMERGING RESEARCH ON LAND USE AND GENDER
One of the first issues that comes up in discussions
on land use and gender is the lack of reliable data
and research. Especially when it comes to informal
tenure systems and marginalized groups, data on
women’s access to land are sparse and unreliable. One
of the reasons for this is the lack of coordination in
information gathering among government institutes.
Another is the limited number of development
agencies active in land use and management.
Traditionally land research focuses on sociological and
anthropological aspects. However, recently gendercentered and rights-based research approaches are
gaining increased interest in Nepal.
One of the organizations aiming to ‘generate evidences
for policy’ is the Consortium for Land Research and
Policy Dialogue (COLARP). The organization was
established in 2007 by junior and senior professionals
with a track record in research and development
practices.
COLARP conducts research to generate evidence for
policy advocacy and high-level policy dialogues at
district, national and regional level in order to influence
policy decisions related to land ownership and property
rights of women in Nepal. COLARP specifically been
conducting research into informal tenure systems
among indigenous people, land and empowerment of
Dalit women and the gender dimensions of land issues
among marginalized women.
The consortium believes that quality research is a
foundation to promoting land use and land property
rights among women, as this supports strategic
pathways for women’s empowerment. COLARP creates
a common platform for policy dialogue, where both
men and women can express their views equally. The
organisation believes that this will encourage women
to take up their issues with policymakers and other
government stakeholders.

A recent COLARP research on land use among Musahar
or Dalit fisherwomen shows that land is equally
important for women as it is for men especially among
landless who follow traditional livelihood strategies
using their unique and indigenous knowledge
resource. The Musahars of Nawalpur gradually lost
their occupational rights including fishing and boating.
The findings support the notion that ‘land governance
for landless people’ needs to be an integral part of
land reform and land governance in Nepal.

land tenure in Nepal in which he introduces the VGGT
perspective as well as the Landscape Governance
Framework developed by Wageningen University. This
is the right time to address the land access of women
and indigenous groups, believes Joshi: “The new
constitution is very inclusive. The space is there to
accommodate new laws and practices. We have the
right tools, so now all we need to do is work in a more
coherent way and direct our resources in the right
manner.”

Land rights issues among indigenous, community
and Dalits in the rural Nepal are COLARP’s focus for
its future projects. The researchers find that women
from these communities face double discrimination as
they been deprived of both citizenship documents and
access to land.

INFORMAL TENURESHIP
Another important area to be considered are informal
tenure systems among indigenous peoples, believes
COLARP. The consortium’s findings till date suggests
the legal framework does not recognize indigenous
people’s land rights. “We need to study traditional
tenure practices to find if and how they benefit the
people, especially women. These systems can act as
examples for more equality in land management and
the inclusion of landless and near-landless,” says
Dharma Raj Joshi, Executive Director of COLARP.
Nepal’s present agricultural policy promotes contract
farming, but the question is who benefits in this model.
Says Joshi: “Nepal is a very diverse society. It might be
better scale up and modernize traditional practices
instead of accommodating contract farming.”
Joshi believes the VGGT guidelines have much
potential to guide Nepal towards a more equal land
tenureship. He presently works on a paper on legal
and policy assessment of indigenous people and

“

“In terms of land access, any groups are being
discriminated in Nepal, and among them women suffer
the most. If we look at Musahar women, they lack
not only land documents but also citizenships. Legal
empowerment and capacity building, combined with
women entrepreneurship, are essential to their survival.”
- Dharma Raj Joshi, Executive Director of COLARP
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6. Good practices by Oxfam in Nepal
Oxfam in Nepal acted as the national counterpart institution that
supported the delivery of the leaning program “Governing Land
for Women and Men to Support Responsible Governance of Land
Tenure”. Oxfam has extensive experience in gender-and land
tenure/ women land rights, capacity development and training
to relevant land tenure actors, as well as advocacy work to
promote gender-sensitive and inclusive approaches. It also has an
extensive network of partners and institutions, including producers
organizations and cooperatives, private enterprises, NGOs, and
academics.
Whether supporting civil society platforms on land policy, assisting
women and marginalised groups to gain recognition of land rights
or leading global campaigns to address land grabbing, Oxfam
has played an integral role ensuring secure rights to land a core
element of the development agenda. In Nepal, this agenda is
implemented through the following three programs:
1. Community Land Rights Program
2. Joint Land Ownership
3. Supporting Durable Solutions
Within this context, the following sections will briefly illustrate and
provide details on how Oxfam in Nepal promotes and advances
women’s land rights in its main land related programs.

6.1. COMMUNITY LAND RIGHTS PROGRAM - EQUAL LAND
ACCESS AND OWNERSHIP
The Community Land Rights Program (CLPR), implemented by Oxfam
in Nepal, aims to improve land governance and strengthen tenure
security at the community level. By applying innovative legal
empowerment techniques, communities in Nepal and Kenya are
being supported to gain legal protection over their land and natural
resources. During this process, the extent to which community
land protection mitigates and resolves conflict and affects gender
dynamics is being rigorously tested.
18 |

CLPR’s two year pilot program was conducted
in the period 2014-2016. It was funded by
DFID’s Security and Justice Innovation Fund
and implemented in partnership with Namati.
In Nepal Oxfam’s partner is the Community
Self-Reliance Centre (CSRC).
The program works with near or actual
landless poor households especially in rural
areas with a major focus on women and
communities heavily resorting on informal/
customary tenures of land and resources.
CLRP worked in three Village Development
Committees of Bardiya district and in one
municipality of Kailali district.

METHODOLOGY
CLPR facilitates the establishment of
intra-community governance mechanisms
that reduce power asymmetries, promote
gender equality and increase communities’
negotiating power with elites.
The intra-community governance mechanism
is institutionalised through the formation of
a community level coordination committee
which has a 50-50% representation of men
and women. This committee is formed through
community consultations and representatives
are nominated through voting. The guideline
to have 50-50% representation was created
during the initial phase of the program and
has been followed by all the 43 committees
formed under the project.
The grassroots representative and responsive
governance structures are supported to
lead communities through participatory
mapping, rule making (community level bylaws formulation to manage land and natural
resources) and dispute resolution exercises.
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The end result is communities that are aware
of the value of their lands and resources and
have the capability to manage these lands
effectively, inclusively and equitably.
Before the introduction of the by-laws
formulation process, participants are oriented
on gender related legal frameworks and
practices to enable their understating of
equal representation.
The program considers the participation of
women within the committee as an important
contribution towards gender equality within
the communities. CLRP ensured that the
involvement of women is not taken at face
value. Women are part of each meeting and
each of their inputs while developing by-laws
are taken into consideration. This ensures
that all rules related to land and natural
resources are gender friendly and protect the
rights of women.
In order to bring about supportive changes
at the policy level, Oxfam in Nepal and
CSRC have signed a MoU with the Ministry
of Land Reform and Management to work
on the Land Use Bill and the National Land
Policy. This approach aims to sensitize the
government on the importance of including
women and marginalised groups in the
legislation. Through a memorandum, OiN and
CSRC provided detailed feedback to the Draft
National Land Policy and Land Use Bill, with
specific emphasis on gender and marginalized
groups’ perspectives.

STRATEGIES
CLPR’s entry point into the communities are local
level structures called Community Land Rights
Coordination Committees (CLRCC). These committees
aim to ensure equal participation of women and
lobby for equal access to and ownership of land and
natural resources. The CLRCCs are formed through the
following steps:
First, community based para-legals (50% of whom
are women) are recruited through open competition.
Once trained, these para-legals help set up and
manage the CLRCCs. The committees prepare by-laws
and address conflicts related to land. The by-laws
are validated by local authorities. Sustainability is
guaranteed through the fact that elected bodies
replicate the learnings in local level planning.
Paralegals are trained to enable to take the lead in land rights issues. Photo credit Oxfam.

Second, the CLRCCs develop a land management plan,
which acts as the blueprint for the optimal and equal
use of resources. The plan includes the places for
resettlement of landless households. Third, a land use
map is developed. On maps derived from government
surveys all natural resources and its management
are specified. Fourth, land conflicts are resolved
through special committees formed by the CLRCCs.
The committees include the conflicting parties,
representatives of the CLRCC and other stakeholders.
Through the weekly committee meetings and
additional discussions on land and natural resources,
women are enabled to speak up and add their voices
to the platform.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Members of a Community Land Rights Coordination Committees map the local resources. Photo credit Oxfam.

By Mid-2016, through CLRP, over forty community land
rights committees were established, benefiting more
than 8000 families. Five conflicts got resolved during
the project period and one more after the project
completed.
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An evaluation shows that land ownership in Kailali
district increased from 77% to 98% during the
project period. The percentage of respondent
having legal land document increased from 80%
to 97% in Bardiya and 68% to 90%. It was found
that 38% of households have women with land
certificates, compared to the national 2011
figure of 17%. 95% of respondents feels that
women must have a say in matters related to
land and natural resources, while 72% believes
women’s opinions during discussions are taken
seriously. Bardya district sees an 85% of women
participation, while in Kailali 50% of women take
part in community land management.

Case Study

OBSTACLES

Rita Rijal from Bardiya district in Nepal’s far west found
herself between a rock and a hard place when she
joined community members in convincing her family to
give up the school land it had been using illegally for
the past forty years.“My opinion was different from my
families from the beginning,” she says. “Villagers used
to tell that we are capturing land which always made
me feel embarrassed.”

At first the program had difficulties convincing the
men to accept a 50% women’s involvement in the
committees. The 50% is a steep mark up from the
33% government quota for women’s participation
in the national parliament and community groups.
The program decided to first sensitize the paralegals and community stakeholders on the
importance of equal participation of women in
land issues. Ultimately the approach worked, and
all 43 committees opted for equal participation
between men and women.

REPLICATION
Oxfam is keen to replicate the CLRP model
within the development community. OiN’s
partner CSRC already uses the model while
promoting community based land management
in earthquake affected areas. OiN further aims
to integrate the model with the VGGT guidelines.
OiN aims to introduce a follow up program on
community level VGGT awareness raising to
further promote women rights and access to
natural resources.
20

Rita tried to convince her relatives in a creative
manner by saying that the land belongs to the
Goddess Saraswati [Goddess of Learning]. “We should
not capture the land that belongs to the goddess,”
she argued. However, Rijal’s family did not budge. A
mediator was needed to solve the conflict.
The local CLRC stepped in. “Seven political parties,
former Ward president and other people were invited
for meetings. We had up to three meeting a day,”
says Rita. Eventually her family agreed. And Rita felt a
deep sense of relief. With the newly acquired land, the
school can introduce higher education so students
won’t have to travel far. “That way they can assist their
parents in the morning and evening,” says Ritu. “Once
they get a good education they can become doctors,
pilots and engineers in future.”
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“

“Land ownership is a long-term goal, as it takes time
to get entitlement of the land people are settled in.
Also, land which is granted by government in different
rehabilitation packages is usually insufficient to
sustain families throughout the year, and can be sold
in times of crisis. That is Oxfam will be focusing on
access to land rather than
ownership as a key to sustainable livelihood.”
“In the past only men used to discuss land issues.
Women were not aware of what they were missing
out on. Their knowledge went to waste. Women often
have a better understanding of natural resources than
men, because they are the ones doing most of the
work. Women are the primary source of information to
develop land management rules.”
- Rasna Dhakal,
GROW Campaign Coordinator with Oxfam in Nepal

6.2. JOINT LAND OWNERSHIP - A
FOUNDATION FOR EQUALITY
In 2011 the Nepal government legalized Joint Land
Ownership (JLO) by including d a policy in its annual
plans and programs. The JLO policy states that land
registration offices will only charge NPR 100 for joint
land ownership certificates. A different provision
offers a discount in the registration fee of land
purchased by women. The JLO policy obviously acted
as an important step to end the gender disparity
in land resource ownership and ensure equitable
access to land resources for leading a dignified life.
The campaign for joint landownership was
spearheaded by the Community Self-Reliance Centre
(CSRC) in a consortium with Oxfam in Nepal, Care
Nepal, Action Aid, Lutheran World Federation and
Governance Facility.

In 2007, CSRC received funding to focus on women’s
access to land. With these resources, CSRC and
NLRF gained momentum. In December 2009, the
NLRF brought together different partners to plan a
common movement. This collective effort resulted
in strong advocacy efforts, including an 11-day
Padyatra (foot march) in 2010 which included 337 land
disadvantaged women from 42 districts. Participants
were mobilised through local collaborating partners,
who proposed their names and supported their
attendance. The foot march concluded with a
declared commitment for greater women’s land rights
from the Constitutional Assembly and parliament
members.

In March 2011, the NLRF spearheaded a country-wide
National Movement for Timely Constitution Writing
and Land Reform, during which more than 1,000 poor
women and more than one hundred men from 50
districts descended upon Kathmandu. In preparation
for this event, each DLRF nominated 20 women and
3 men for the Kathmandu ‘sit in’. Participants came
prepared with their own food, water, and blankets for
a full one month period. The sit-in was inaugurated
by the Vice-Chair of the Constitutional Assembly and
many parliament members were sympathetic to the
action. Ultimately, the government agreed to pursue a
policy initiative for joint land ownership.

The decision did not come overnight. CSRC
established the National Land Rights Forum (NLRF) in
2004 to lead the land and agrarian reform movement
in Nepal. Under the leadership of CSRC, the two
entities began to work towards policy change,
amendments and implementation.

THE CAMPAIGN
While supporting farmers to claim their tenancy rights
from the respective district land reform office, CSRC
realized that those who received tenancy certificates
were overwhelmingly men. This issue was discussed
at length among land rights activists, including NLRF
at central level and its subsidiaries at district and
village level [i.e. District Land Rights Forums (DLRF)
and Village Land Rights Forums (VLRF)]. They agreed
that a women-focused campaign was necessary in
order to tackle the gender inequalities in land.
A couple from Banke proudly shows its JLO certificate. Photo credit CSRC.
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A couple from Rasuwa is celebrated when receiving a JLO certificate. Photo credit CSRC.

Supported by other advocacy and lobbying efforts
(research, workshops, demonstrations, art work,
meetings, street drama, etc.), the issue of women’s
land rights received increasing attention and social
pressure. The approval of the JLC by the government
through the Budget Policy of 2011/12 can be
considered a direct outcome of these mobilisation
efforts. 11
The campaign continues till date and builds on a
national land rights movement, with forums in over 50
districts. The land rights forums actively motivate and
support couples to register land and property in the
name of both husband and wife.

11 Greater Empowerment and Security of Women through the
Joint Land Ownership Certificate, Rome: International Land Coalition. Link: http://www.landcoalition.org/sites/default/files/documents/resources/case_studies_leaflet_5_nepal.pdf
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District based land rights forums demand Joint Land Ownership. Photo credit Oxfam.

LESSONS LEARNED
CSRC and its consortium members have learned some
important lessons through the JLO campaign. First,
building a rapport with government and policymakers
is fundamental to bring about change. Convincing
governmental authorities and political leaders takes
time and major effort. In this context, building a
constructive relationship between civil society,
political leaders and government is paramount.
Second, involving multiple stakeholders is critical.
Bringing together women, indigenous peoples,
community members, local authorities, frontline
leaders, representatives from national government,
representatives of CSOs/NGOs, local political leaders
and others was a key factor of success for the
dissemination of information, policy education and
motivation at community level.
Third, building a solid evidence base is important.
Strong facts and figures are a critical part of
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successful engagement, particularly if confronted
with authorities or constituencies that are hesitant
before change.
Fourth, greater gender equality entails working
with women and men. CSRC and its partners have
realized that in order to create more gender equal
societies it is not enough to work only with women.
Change requires also sensitising and building
ownership/motivation among men. Firth, the use
of demonstrations and other non-violent symbolic
actions can bring about positive change. Strong
people’s mobilisation and collective effort are
necessary to bring about nation-wide change,
particularly on topics that can be considered sensitive
and may not at first attract widespread adherence.
Sixth, the use of local resource gives moral power
of campaign. The involvement of local people and
resources is what gives a campaign moral power and
credibility and makes a campaign truly legitimate.12
12 Item

BENEFITS

OXFAM IN NEPAL AND JLO

Research shows that joint landownership creates
a foundation for equality and brings countless
benefits for women. According to the Central Bureau
of Statistics, the number of Nepali women with some
form of ownership of land/house has increased
from less than 10.3 percent in 2012 (when JLO was
introduced) to19 percent in 2014.13

Oxfam in Nepal has incorporated the JLO campaign
as an integral part in all its programs. For this it uses
three main strategies:

The increased control over land and improved
economic security results in women investing in
additional livelihood activities. In a country in which
land is closely related to social status, women’s
mobility, self-esteem and participation at the
community level has increased. There is additional
evidence that Violence against Women in families in
which JLO is adopted has decreased.14
As a result, many rural women and women’s
organisations have started to cooperate with civil
society organisations and NGOs at the community
level to further promote the adoption of JLC among
rural couples.15
13 Item
14 Item
15 Item

1. Using community based women’s groups to
promote JLO: Oxfam in Nepal (OiN) mobilises
women at the grassroots level through centres
called Participatory Learning Centres (PLC),
Community Discussion Centre (CDC) or Women
Empowerment Centres (WEP), depending on
the specific program. The groups are formed by
the community, which is encouraged to include
single women and those from marginalized
groups. The groups consist of 25 to 30 women,
who select their own facilitator. OiN provides a
13-day training to the facilitator. During the first
7 day training the facilitator learns Regenerated
Freirean Literacy through Empowering Community
Technique Approach (REFLECT) methods and
facilitation techniques 16. The next 3 day training
is a refresher. After this the facilitator, during
another 3 day training, is introduced to possible
contents for the group. One of the main contents
is JLO. The centres act as an entry point to
start a discussion with communities about the
importance and benefits of JLO. Using a video
documentary on couples who registered JLO17
, brochures and a booklet on the process of
obtaining JLO, the facilitator will encourage
conversations about JLO. The members identify
obstacles to convincing relatives and community
members in general, and develop an action plan
to overcome these obstacles.
16 REFLECT is an approach to facilitated group learning and
action developed by ActionAid to support adult literacy as well
as identifying obstacles to development and identifying action
points
17 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1cZgwjbup4

2. Developing promotional and educational
materials on JLO: OiN has developed a number
of promotional and educational materials for
community members. In 2013 a Public Service
Announcement featuring Nepal’s famous comedy
duo of Madan Krishna Shrestha and Hari Bansha
Acharya, promoting JLO 18. OiN further developed
a video documentary on JLO couples, brochures,
booklets and a manual19 explaining the benefits
and process of JLO in simple language. Detailed
operational guidelines developed by OiN have
been endorsed by the Ministry of Land Reform and
Management and act to support CBOs and local
level authorities to implement JLO.
3. Empower and connect land registration offices:
In order to close the gap in knowledge on
JLO between central and district level land
registration offices, OiN facilitates visits of
central level government officials to the district
based registration offices and rural communities.
In order to ease the process of registration by
interested couples, OiN supports either their
travel to the district land registration office, or, in
the case of a high number of interested couples,
facilitates the travel of district officials to the
community.
Using these three interventions, OiN in the period
2011-2015 supported 3000 couples in getting their
JLO certificate.
After the 2015 earthquake, Oxfam introduced the JLO
campaign in the affected areas where it provides
relief and support to landless and Internally Displaced
People.

18 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1cZgwjbup4
19 Link: https://nepal.oxfam.org/sites/nepal.oxfam.org/files/
file_attachments/Joint%20Land%20Ownership%20Manual.pdf
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Case Study
When Kalpana Thapa Magar (39), from Sathighar VDC in Kavre
district, got married at the age of 17, she was forced to
leave school and move in with her in-laws. Life became a
struggle. With the exception of her husband, Kalpana’s inlaws were uncooperative and barred her from improving the
family’s livelihood through commercial farming.
When the Joint Land Ownership campaign started in her
district, Kalpana and her husband Prahlad were among the
first couples to jointly register their land. Kalpana nowadays
is the proud co-owner of 1 ropani and 4 aana of land. The
joint landownership gave Kalpana the confidence to take up

vegetable and pig farming. She now supports the education of
her daughter and son and other household expenses.
Says Kalpana, “For women, having land rights is not enough,
we also need to develop the skills to use the land properly.
We should nog leave any land lie barren. It has turned out to
be relatively easy to introduce vegetable and pig farming so I
encourage other women to do the same. We women have the
capacity to earn even if the male family members do not help us.
No one gives us the right, we need to take it.”
Interestingly even Kalpana’s mother and sister-in-law have
started doing agribusiness and are considering taking up JLO.

OBSTACLES
The campaign is hampered by the fear among community members that wives
will leave their husbands after getting landownership. While nuclear families
are generally ready to adopt JLO, joint families are harder to convince.
In order to address these obstacles, OiN educates village leaders through
face to face discussions and encourages them to use their influence to
convince couples within their community. OiN further organizes community
events in which couples who already registered JLO share their experiences.
In order to create further awareness regarding the cascading benefits of
JLO for communities as a whole 20, Oxfam in Nepal believes the campaign
would benefit from building a solid evidence base to ensure successful
engagement, particularly if confronted with authorities or constituencies that
are hesitant to change.

20 An international Landesa study suggests that women with strong property and inheritance
rights earn up to three times more and their individual savings are up to 35% higher. The children of women who own are 10 percent less likely to be sick and 35% less likely to be severely
underweight. Women who own land are eight times likely to experience Violence Against Women (http://www.landesa.org/wp-content/uploads/womenandland-infographic.jpg)
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In some villages couples decide to register JLO as a group. Photo credit CSRC.
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Women campaigners rally for JLO and land rights. Photo credit CSRC.
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6.3. SUPPORTING DURABLE SOLUTIONS - SUPPORTING EARTHQUAKE AFFECTED
LANDLESS AND DISPLACED WOMEN
Good land use and planning are not only essential for
the prevention of disasters, land is also fundamental
to disaster recovery. It provides a site for shelter,
a resource for livelihoods and a place to access
services and infrastructure. Therefore, land issues
– such as security of tenure, land use, land access
and land administration- as well as safety conditions
are important to key humanitarian sectors after a
disaster.
Experience from disasters shows that women and
those who are landless are often excluded from
reconstruction and recovery policies and plans,
largely due to a lack of documentation proving
eligibility for support. When this happens, recovery
takes longer, with people still in temporary shelter
many years later. Also, resettlement can be an
inevitable consequence of disaster, and an important
measure to mitigate against future disasters. Yet,
experiences from other disasters strongly suggest
that resettlement can have disproportionate impacts
on women and vulnerable groups 21.
After the 2015 Nepal earthquake it soon become clear
that a significant percentage of the affected people,
both men and women, were in danger of being left
out of support due to missing land documents
needed as evidence to access grants. In Nepal a third
of farmers (both men and women) are believed to
practice informal tenant farming and lack ownership
documents of the land they habitate and till. 22
21 Ruth Jackson, Daniel Fitzpatrick, Prabin Man Singh: Building
Back Right, Kathmandu: 2016. Link: https://www.oxfam.org/en/
research/building-back-right
22 Nepal Living Standards Survey 2010/11, Kathmandu: Central
Bureau of Statistics, National Planning Commission Secretariat,
2011
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A significant group of farmers for safety reasons
proved unable to return to their original community
in the wake of the quake and live as Internally
Displaced People in camps across the affected
districts.
Oxfam, after publishing a report on the issue23,
launched a campaign to ensure government
support for landless families, called Addressing
Land Rights in Post-Earthquake Reconstruction
(ALRP), a joint campaign with Community SelfReliance Centre (CSRC).
To support the displaced households, Oxfam,
together with three partners, in 2017 launched
the Supporting Durable Solutions (SDS) project, an
effort to secure one of three durable solutions for
the displaced people affected by earthquake –
voluntary repatriation (returning), local integration
or relocation. The project has been funded by DFID
UK and implemented by a consortium with Oxfam in
Nepal, People in Need (PIN), Lumanti and CSRC.
The project covers eight earthquake earthquake
affected districts in phase 1: Kathmandu, Lalitpur,
Bhaktapur, Dhading, Nuwakot, Rasuwa, Gorakha,
Sindhupalchowk.

METHODOLOGY
The durable solutions consortium supports the
government in developing and operationalizing
a process for implementing durable solutions
for earthquake displaced households with full
understanding and respect to the historical sensitivity
of displacements in Nepal, international guidelines
surrounding the relocation of displaced people, and
the risks that many displaced households are currently
experiencing.
Apart from ensuring respect for the displacement
sites, profiling of the displaced households, the project
empowers the Internally Displaced People (IDPs) to
advocate for durable solutions.
Throughout the intervention, the project builds a
dialogue among displaced households, the government,
and other stakeholders around what constitutes
a durable solution within Nepal’s post-earthquake
context. It finds criteria that would determine a
displaced household’s eligibility of receiving voluntary
and participatory support in obtaining new land, safely
returning to their place of origin, or receiving monetary
or non-monetary compensation for the land that they
lost in the earthquake.

The program has been able to government policies
related to displacement. The National Reconstruction
Authority (NRA) in May 2017 agreed to provide an
additional grant of NPR 200,000 on top of the house
reconstruction grant worth NPR 300,000.to 9,400
displaced households living on public land and forest
areas. The recipients are encouraged to use the
additional grant to buy land. NRA also paved the way
23 Ruth Jackson, Daniel Fitzpatrick, Prabin Man Singh: Building to relocate 2,751 families living in 112 vulnerable
Back Right, Kathmandu: 2016. Link: https://www.oxfam.org/en/ settlements to safer areas. Till now, the project has
research/building-back-right
been able to obtain land tenancy certificates for 93
displaced, landless guthi households in Rasuwa district.
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The program’s entry point in 28 IDP camps are Protection Committees,
consisting of 13 members selected from vulnerable groups. The
majority of members are women. The committees are supported by
Protection Officers, who provide the members training and practical
support. OiN uses a training program called “Her Safety” which contains
eight monthly modules on emotional wellbeing, financial and project
management, security risk mapping, safer foreign migration, Gender
Based Violence, Sexual Reproductive Health and Joint Land Ownership.
The long term vision for the Protection Committees is develop livelihood
development through capacity building for project management after
the communities are rehabilitated by the government. In the short term,
protection committees improve safety and people’s wellbeing in the
camps, and create income generation, for instance through knitting
and basket weaving.
In order to do so the committees develop proposals for cash grants.
Most proposals focus on improving security for women through the
construction of a safe space for women, separate toilets for women,
locking facilities for common facilities and improved lighting. These
small projects act as test cases for the capacity to organize and
handle grants, including the ability to communicate with donors and
government representatives.

A Rasuwa Protection Committee member at a regular meeting

A view of the Kebu settlement in Rasuwa
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Case Study
The Protection Committee of the Rasuwa based IDP camp in Kebu identified the lack of separate
toilets and bathing spaces for women as the most severe security issue. The committee
developed a proposal for the construction of three toilets in the IDP camps and received a grant
worth NPR 30,000 (€ 285) as the first installment. After it was found that the committee was able
to handle the grant and attended monthly classes, a second proposal was supported with an
installment of NPR 45.000 (€ 366), enabling the members to build two bathing units and purchase
drums and and buckets for water storage and bathing.

Protection Committtee members at the training program

OBSTACLES
The program initially faced obstruction from the
government, which felt the cash grants would benefit
only certain individuals. OiN representatives convinced
the government that the grants benefit the community
as a whole. Another obstacle faced is the low level of
literacy among female IDPs, decreasing their access
to government regulations on reconstruction. The
Protection Committees are encouraged to address this
issue by providing literacy classes to female community
members.

“

“Ultimately we support IDP women to get land
rights, by connecting them to new land, to
safely returning to their place of origin, or
by receiving compensation for lost property.
Without access to land, the process of
rehabilitation is incomplete. Once they have
access to land, women farmers can develop
their livelihoods. They can access income
generation services from the government or
use land as a collateral to get loans. Land in
fact is the key to women’s development.”
- Situ Pradhan,
Policy and Advocacy Officer at Oxfam in Nepal
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Participants of “Governing Land for Men and Women”, a learning workshop organised by FAO, Oxfam and MoLRM from 5-8 December, 2016. Photo Credit: Oxfam

Annex
QUESTIONNAIRE LEARNING PROGRAM GOVERNING LAND FOR WOMEN AND MEN
1. How and when did your work on gender in land use begin?

10. What have been your most significant outputs to date?

2. What have been the primary motivations for investing in this area of work?

11. What partnerships have been necessary in order to deliver your work and
achieve results?

3. What are the primary aims of your work on gender in land today and who is
your main target group?
4. What have been the main lessons learned from the learning programme?
5. How has the programme impacted your work?
6. What kind of changes have you been able to implement?

13. What are the opportunities and challenges you face to scale up your
approach? If you already have experience in scaling up, what advice would you
give to others looking to do the same?
14. In Nepal, what are important steps to be taken for women to benefit more from
land use?

7. What kind of action plan did you develop?
8. What was the main problem or guiding question and its background?
9. What were the steps you took to implement your action plan?

12. What are the main challenges that you have encountered?

15. Please add here any links or further information you want to share, including
topics not covered in the questions above
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